The paper presents sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the periodic solution of a nonlinear equation of neutral type with a constant deviation.
(I) ~(t) =/(t; ~:(0, x(t --h), ~:(t --h)),
where h is a constant deviation.
Problems connected with periodic solutions for differential equations with a deviating argument have been considered by a number of authors, as for example, in We will say that conditions (A) are satisfied if:
(A1) The function/(t, x, y ,z) is periodic in the variable t with a period T ~ 0, and it has continuous first derivatives with respect to x, y, z and is continuous for all (t, x, y, z) of the four-dimensional space.
(A2) There exists a constant m/~ 0 such that the following inequality is fulfilled:
arbitrary T-periodic functions al(t ), a2(t ) and a3(t }.
(A3) The functions Ix(t, x, y, z), /y(t, x, y, z) (1970 (6), (8) and (9) it follows that all functions ~,(t) are T-periodic.
A.MS (MO,.~) subject classification
To prove that there exists a unique, solution an of the equation (9) for 9 every n = 0, 1, 2,..., consider the function T 
In(a) ---S f(s, a + q0n(S), a q-q0n(S --h), ~n(S --h)) ds.

F~(a) = ~ [fx(S, a -b q~n(S), a -b q~n(S --h), ~n(S --h)) -b o q-fy(s, a q-cpn(s), a + epn(s --h), ~n(S --h))] ds.
From condition (2) it follows that [F~(a) [ > m > 0, Assume for convenience that F~(a) > 0. Then, for a > 0, Fn(a) satisfies the inequality /'n(a) > ma q-A-Pn(0), while for a ~ 0 it satisfies the inequality I'n(a) ~ ma -~ /'n(0).
Hence obviously there exists a constant Rn > 0, such that I'n(Rn) > O, l~n(--Rn) < 0 for every n -~ 0, 1,.... Since In(a) is a continuous monotonic function, then there exists only one an E (--Rn, Rn) , such that Z~n(an) ~--. O. Thus, we have established that an and q~n(t) i n ~ 0, 1 .... ) are determined uniquely from the relations (6), (7), (8) and (9).
